• 300,000 online elections run
• Customers in +30 countries

REQUEST
A LIVE DEMO
NOW
contactus@scytl.com

Online voting
technology
trusted by
governments
worldwide

Invote Gov makes online voting:

Secure

Verifiable

Fully Customized

• End-to-end encryption
protects ballots from
start to finish
• Digital signatures verify
voter eligibility
• Can undergo any audit or
certification process

• Voters can verify that
their ballot was cast and
recorded correctly
• Universal verifiability
ensures every process is
auditable by third parties
• Source code publication
for added transparency

• Turnkey solution fully
tailored to your needs
• Integrates with any
authentication system
• Accessible with adaptive
technology for voters with
disabilities

Main beneﬁts
Invote Gov is specifically designed with the
security and transparency needs of government elections in mind. Strong authentication protocols authenticate eligible voters,
and advanced cryptographic measures
protect ballot integrity and voter privacy at
every step. Each online voting election is also
individually verifiable and universally verifiable, meaning voters can verify that their
ballots were transmitted and counted

correctly, and final elections results can be
proven accurate and trustworthy by third
party auditors.
Our team of election experts will help design
a customized platform to meet your specific
election needs and requirements. Each
solution is also easily integrated with any
other voting channel, including paper, postal,
and phone voting.

BROCHURE

The world’s highest
security standards

How does it work?
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A dedicated project team
will design a bespoke online
voting platform designed for
your election specifically and
will help you organize logistics. Then, unique credentials will be securely sent to
each eligible online voter so
that they can access the
voting portal.

Voters cast their ballots on
the voting portal with just a
few clicks. Ballots are
encrypted directly on the
voter’s device to prevent
tampering of any kind. Voters
also receive a confirmation
receipt which they can use to
verify that their ballot has
been correctly transmitted.

When voting is over, the
encrypted ballots are shuffled and securely decrypted,
ensuring that votes cannot be
linked to the voters who cast
them. The online ballots are
then consolidated with paper,
postal and phone ballots, and
are counted to determine
final election results.

Certified and Acknowledged
Invote Gov has been audited and certified
by several government and security agencies, including ANSSI in France, the European Commission, the Electoral Commission of
New South Wales, and the Federal Voting
Assistance Program in the United States.

Scytl was also presented the Zero Project
award at the United Nations for promoting
independent living and political participation
among people with disabilities in New South
Wales, Australia.

Our clients trust us

Find out more at: www.scytl.com | contactus@scytl.com

